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Program Background & Goals
Integrated Corridor Management (ICM) is an alternate way of thinking to manage and operate 
transportation systems. Like Traffic Incident Management (TIM), ICM focuses on safety, operations, and 
maintenance of the system rather than traditional transportation solution approaches like adding  
more lanes. 

The goal of ICM is to implement strategies that enhance a transportation system and can:

Implemented ICM Strategy
Interchange ramp signing was installed at the I-80, I-235, and I-35 
freeway system interchanges as an ICM initiative in 2020 to help 
travelers and emergency responders better communicate where 
crashes have occurred to efficiently dispatch help to the scene.

Invested stakeholders, led by the Iowa Department of Transportation, have been actively involved in early 
planning and engagement stages of ICM for the Des Moines metro area since 2018. 

Des Moines Integrated Corridor Management

Manage commuter traffic 
with less delay

Flex to handle unplanned 
events like crashes and 
weather

Provide users choice in how 
they travel and which route 
they use 

Achieve more  
consistent travel times



! We Want to Hear From You
The success of innovative programs like Des Moines ICM rely on input from every 
perspective. What operational hot spots exist in our system? What ideas do you 
have to improve incident response for safe, quick clearance?

Safety Knows No Jurisdictional Boundaries 
ICM strategies help manage traffic better, therefore reducing the chance of a crash 
and keeping responders off the freeway. We aim to improve safety by reducing 30 
fatality and serious injury crashes per year by 2050 through implementation of one 
or all of the strategies below.

Strategies
These operations-focused strategies are being considered for implementation to make the metro area 
transportation system more efficient, ultimately improving safety and saving system users’ time.
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MORE INFORMATION

Learn more about this project on the project website: iowadot.gov/desmoinesicm. Contact:

Median Barrier Gates: Use for 
scene access and quicker response

Ramp Metering: Control freeway 
access for better operations and 
larger gaps for merging traffic

Traffic Signal Optimization: 
Optimize corridor signal timings 
to reduce delays and enhance 
response to incident traffic

Queue Warning Systems: 
Messaging real-time traffic 
conditions using detection and 
Dynamic Message Signs (DMS)

Dynamic Shoulder Use: Use the 
inside shoulder of the freeway as a 
travel lane during peak periods

Dynamic Speed Advisories: 
Advisory travel speeds influenced 
by real-time freeway conditions to 
prevent speed differential-caused 
crashes


